Finance Analysts are allocated to a Faculty or Division based on Business needs
Finance Business Partners (2/4): STEM

- **Lead FBP STEM**
  - Daniel Lipman

- **Medicine FBP**
  - Daniel Lipman
  - Team Lead: Albert Lee
  - MRA Analysts

- **Science FBP**
  - Veneet Sood
  - Team Lead: Imelda Wihardja
  - MRA Analysts

- **Engineering FBP**
  - Olivia Codorean
  - Team Lead: Carlos Osorio
  - MRA Analysts

- **DVCR FBP**
  - Kellie Kouts
  - MRA Analysts
Finance Business Partners (3/4): HASS

- **Lead FBP HASS**
  Joanne Herron

  - **Business FBP**
    Joanne Herron
    - **Team Lead**
      Swati Srivastava (Acting)
      - MRA Analysts

  - **LAW FBP**
    Anna Polykarpou
    - MRA Analyst

  - **FASS FBP**
    Paul Jackson
    - MRA Analyst

  - **FBE FBP**
    Tim Neems
    - MRA Analyst

  - **A&D FBP**
    Usha Ramchandani
    - MRA Analyst
Finance Business Partners (4/4): Divisions

Lead FBP Divisions
Quintra Rijnders

IT FBP
Nikki McConnell

Team Lead
Maire Brady

MRA Analysts

BACS, HR, VC FBP
Savvas Christou

MRA Analysts

DVCEnt, VPFO FBP
Quintra Rijnders

MRA Analysts

DEX & I&D FBP
Toby Galvin

MRA Analyst

DVCA FBP
Shelby Reed

Team Lead
Mauricia Lopes

MRA Analyst

Philanthropy FBP
Megan Moody

MRA Analyst